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The phonetic realization of logical emphasis in
different languages (Finnish, Hungarian, Estonian,
Swedish spoken in Finland, German and Italian) is
studied with speech synthesis by' 'creating short
sentences where different words in different
sentence positions are accented one by one, using
the possibilities of our method for- changing the
intensity, fundamental frequency, and duration

- parameters. In our system, four quantity degrees
can currently be produced with the prosodic rules,
and the general pitch level can be lowered or
raised from the neutral level, in addition to
slowly rising or falling pitch contours and several
types of local modificaticns in pitch. The
synthesis rules for logical accentuation in these

- languages are presented, and the differences among
_ them are considered.
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In' a normal, neutral utterance there is
generally thought to be one nuclear point, which
has the main sentencestress. Weuse the term
logical accentuation for utterances where one
constituent that expresses a paradigmatic
opposition with some implicit alternative(s) gets a
special, additional stress. other terms often used
for this kind of accent are e.g. ocntrastive
sentence stress and emphatic accentuation [4, 5]. A
speaker has at his/her disposal certain phonetic
means for actualizing the necessary logical
ccntrast in the acoustic speech signal. The
phermenrm is generally assumed to be universal in
its phonetic realization, but different languages
may, nevertheless, use different phonetic systems
for the realization of this kind of logical
accentuation. For instance, the quantity of a
logically accented syllable is often lengthened, in
some languages especially the vowel and in Finnish
the syllable-final consonant.

Our task is to findout (for a number of
languages) the pitch and stress contours (and their
charges) of logically accented words in short
sentences and to formulate these results as
synthesis rules. One aim oftheproject is to
improve the quality of synthetic speech by making
the prosodic rules correspond more closely to the
prosody of natural speech. The synthesis rules for
producing logical accentuation could be implemented
in various rule synthesis programs.
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Recordings

As a basis for synthesizing accented variants of
a sentence, we have recorded examples of logical
accentuation in six different languages: Finnish
(speaker M.L.), Hungarian (I.S.), Estonian (A.K.),
Swedish spoken in Finland (L.N.), German (M.R.),
and Italian (G.G.). The affirmative test sentence
(see the Appendix) was semantically identical in
all languages, meaning approximately 'Quite soon, I
shall be going to a ccnferewe abroad. ' The first
variant was a' sentence with neutral sentence‘stress
distribution. In the other variants a word or word
pair was logically accented. We have analyzed the
prosody of the recorded sentences and then
synthesized them. The (male) speakers were all.
barytones, with the exception of the Hungarian who
was a bass and the Italian who was a tenor. The
Synthesis, Inwever, is realized in the pitch range
of a bass in all languages, and the pitch movements
fOund in the infromants‘ utterances have been
adapted for the synthesis accordingly.

Synthesis equipmt

In our synthesis project we have been using the
speech synthesizer OVE IIIb controlled by an HP 21
MX real—time computer [11] . Developed starting OUt
from Sovijarvi's beat phase theory for word stress
[7], our system is based on the use of foam-phase
diphones ("keys") stored in the computer's memory
[8]. In our system each diphone has four matrix
rows, and each matrix row contains 16 parametervalues controlling the OVE IIIb synthesizer. Thus,
each diphone with its four phases has a total of 64
parameter values. The rule synthesis SyStem wasdesigned primarily for synthesizing Hungarian:the whole 'library' contains now of about 1330
keys, 80 of which represent sound combinations
specially constructed for this paper, departing
from the original "library' .

In the diphones, the fundamental frequency (‘0)
of each unstressed and unmodified vowel vanes
Within a range of one semitone (82-87—82 Hz = E-F‘
E). The contours of A0 (= amplitude of the firSt
harmonic) are typically different for stressed
unstressed vowels [11], and they have been imitatedin the sentence examples of all the six languages-In consonants the values of the parameters A0, AH.
AN, FN, K0, K1 and K2 depend on the eSS<antlalmanner of articulation. The value of F0 is ‘
constantly 82 Hz in all unstressed, unmodified and
urn/creed consonants [9].
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Synthesizing Intonaticnal Variants

For regulating the optional variations in
intonation and/or stress contours we use special
prosodic control symbols [9]. The slightly rising-
falling basic pattern of the F0 contour of a vowel
is always preserved, regardless of the application
of any prosodic symbols. The prosodic control
symbols are the following [10, 12]: ,

An overall raised F0 level can be produced with
the symbols # (5 semitones) and “ (2 semitones) in
a sequence delimited by brackets (0).

An overall lowering of the F0 .level (by 2
semitones) is produced with the symbol =.

The minus sign (-) produces a falling
intonation: F0 falls until the slash U) or the
first pause sign (_) gradually during the three
next sounds (1st sound 2 semitones lower, 2nd sound
3 semitones lower, 3rd and subsequent sounds 4
semitones lower).

The plus sign (+) causes a rising progrediext
intonation: F0 increases until the slash or the
first pause sign by 1 semitone for each sound until
the fifth sound. In subsequent sounds I-O remains at
the level of the fifth sound. (This symbol is not
represented in the examples of this paper.)

A special interrogative intmaticn typical of
Hungarian interrogative sentences that presuppose a
yes—no answer and contain more than two syllables,
is produced with the question mark (2’): F0 rises by
7 semitones on one syllable. (This symbol is not
used in the examples of this paper.)

The symbols " and ' are used for producing the
stronger and weaker degrees of stress. The former
symbol produces a 10% increase in duration, an
increaseinFObyélsemitones, andariseinAOby
the dB values 3, 8, 6, and 2 inthe successive
subphases of the stressed vowel; furthermore, in
the vowel of the following syllable, F0 increases
by 2 semitones, and, in the consonant(s) appearing
b8tween the syllables, by 3 semitones above the
level of 82 Hz. The latter symbol (i.e. weaker
stress) produces an increase in F0 by 2 semitones
andaslight riseinAObyO, 4, 3, andldBinthe
Successive subphases of the vowel after the symbol.
That is. these two symbols are used to vary both
the musical and dynamic aspects of intonation,
whereas all the symbols mentioned previously only
deal with the musical aspect.

The colon (:) is used for lengflwermxg‘ a sound:
the duration parameter (DR) is increased by 150% in
thethirdphaseofavowelandinthesecond phase

0“- aconsonant. Anoverlongdegreeofasomdcan
be produced by a double colon (::), which causes
th(BDRtobeincreasedby300513inthe(JorreSpOnCH-ng
phases.

The semicolon (7) is used for shortening a
Sound: the DR ofthethirdphasepfa vowel is
reduced to 30% of the original duration.

Thecomma (,) isusedforshorteningasound to
a half-long degree: the duration of the third phase
Of a vowel is shortened to 70% of the original.

The rate of speech is controlled by a special
Coefficient placed before the input sequence. (In
all the sentence examples of this paper the speed
Coefficient was set at 38.)
' In order to investigate the quality of
mtOna’cionin our four-phase synthesis system with
material -from the six languages analyzed, we

consuucted accentual variants of a sentence on the
basis of the recordings described above, and
experimented with several ways of synthesizing
their intmation and stress contours. In our
synthesis system we can change and vary very
quickly the pitch, intensity, and/or duration of
the accentedwords(or~wordpairs) inthe written
string, which has, at first, rather arbitrary
symbols of prosody. Examples are listed in the
Appendix in three different mamers: (a) the normal
orthographic form of the test sentence as

_translated into the six languages, (italics are
used to denote the words with logical emphasis) (b)
the input strings for synthesizing these sentences
(with the diphone namesand all the necessary
prosodic control symbols), (c) the (highest) pitch
levels of syllable nuclei displayed as semitones
(zero meaning the rest level, negative mmbers a
lower pitch level, and positive numbers a higher
pitch level).

, mus

Based on our completed 'library' of Hungarian
speech-sounds we used in the sentence examples
about the same vowel and consonant qualities [1-3,
6]. In the Finnish sentences (both neutral and
logical variants), for instance, the symbols for
synthesizing the short vowels [a] and [e] are
written as A2; and E2;. However, for the relatively
dark Finnish [s] (denoted Withs3 in the input
strings) we had to construct new keys. The
difference in duration between single and geminate
termis plosives [p t k] is far greater in Firmish
than it is in Hungarian, where the geminate
plosives are relatively much shorter [2] . For this
reasonwehave usedthesymbolnintheword
piakkoin 'quite sccn',

The Hungarian (and other) examples demand,
according to our judgment, sometimes eifller the
symbol “ for theriseoftwo semitonesorthe
symbol ' for the same rise and the weaker stress.
Therefore we have synthesized the important words
hamarosan 'quite soon' and kfilfoldi 'abroad',

[changing these symbols.
The Estonian sentences presuppose the vowel

quality [at] in the words scidan' 'I travel' and
cige 'quite' which have the corresponding marks of
03. 'I‘hesymbolsP3T31600rrespondtotheletters

999- .
In the sentences representing Swedish spdcen in

Finland we have very often used the slash (l) which
acts as an end point for the pitch-lowering effect
oftheminussign(-). ThesymbolUZrepmesentsflie'
vowel [H], which differs from the more [yJ-like

In the German examples (forinstance in the
words werde, einer, andauslandischen) there are
thespecialvowel symbolsli31303whichoorrespcrxi
to the sounds [a it ur], respectively, and the
:pecial symbol R2 for the German variants of

R 2! P .
In the Italian language, we have to employ the

half-long duration mainly in the cases of a
stressed vowel and of a syllable ending in a
consonant. Forthisreasonweusetheconma (,) for
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imtarne in thewordazflzfi'l shall be going':
A2,!dm2;.

'n'xe Wig: Realizatim of logical Accaxtuatim

The logically accented Inclei have almost always
the synthesized heigxt of five sanitazes above the
rest level [13]. In only one case in the eimples,
namely the Italian words fra poco 'quite soax', we
find the higher intonationof2-97-95 on the
rucleus of the syllable po-; the string used to
prodloe this is T<PRA2:>#<P'02KO2:>. The other
alternatives forthepeakheight-4or7sernitam
-soundratherm1atural, acooniingtoazrauditmy
experime'rts with various synthetic versions.

The difference of the highest tcnal point
between the usually and logically accented
affirmative m is 3—5 semitzmes in all six
languages. This means that the whole intonaticnal
contour in the neutral sentences is definitely
narrower with a phoneticcertainty in a given
language than in the sane sentences with any
logically accented word or word pair (5-8 agaixst
8—11 sanitames, depending

represent different questions (with the highest
pitchof4or55emitanes) andonlyone represmts
an affirmative sentence (with the corresponding
height of 7 senitcnes).

At the present stage the controlling systan (has
not allow the synthesis of intonaticnal Marlena
of those languages which are characterized by an
alternating "winding" tonal patterning and often by
its relatively variable durative dimensions. The
languages of this kind include for instance
American and British English, French, and Swedish
spoken in Sweden. In contrast, the language type in
wl'licfll';e Ehe intonational patterns are largely based
on ixedormarlysedpatterningofquanti
and stress in the concatenation of syllables and/g
worm: is suitable for the synthesis systempresented in this paper.
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m Bantam:- lfllplll

Finnish. Matkustan piakkoin eraéseen ulkomaiseen knkoukseen.
=<_fl’A2;TKUS3TA2;M>*<PI>A2;=<K::012N_>E2;RE:83E2N_‘<UL>KDMA2;I253E2N3=<K’OKO-UK53E2N_>

0-272 20-2 000 2000 0-2-4—6 (range: 8 semitones]
Hatkustan piakkoin erééseen ulkomaiseen kakoukseen.
=<_MA2;TKUS3TA2;M>*<PI>A2;=<K::DI2N>E2;RE:S3EZN_#<UL>KD=<HA2;I253E2N3>KO=<KU-UK53E2N_>

-2-2-2 20—2 000 50—2-2 0—2-4—6 [11 st]
Matkustan Qiakkoin.er§§seen ulkamaiseen kokoukseen.
=<_MA2;TKUSSTA2;M>#<PI>A2;=<K::012N;>*<E2;>=<RE=SEE2N_>A<UL>KO=<MA2;I283E2N3>=<KDKD~UK53E2N_>

~2-2-2 50-2 2-2-2 20-2-3 -2-2-4—6 [11 st]

Hungarian . Hamarosan megyek egy kill +61 :11 fisszejiivetel re.
"< _HA >MA=< ROSZAN >"< ME >=< 62EK_ET2 >K’ YL=< FQLDI >"<GS: >=<-EJ0VETELRE_>

20-2-2 2-2 -2 2r2—2 2-4-6-6-6-6 [8 5t]
Hamarosan megyek egy kfilffildi fisszejfivetelre. 7
A<_HA>MA=<RDSZAN>A<HE>=<62EKET2>1KKYL>=<FDL-DI/D—S:EJUVETELRE_>

20-2-2 , 2—2 -2 5-2—5 -2—5-6—6-6—6 [11 st]
Hamarosan megyek egy kfilffildi fisszéjfivetelre.
#<_HA>MA=<RDSZANMEGEEKET2>A<KYL>=<FnL-DI/-DS:EJ0VETELRE_>

50—2-2 —2—2 -2 2—2—5 -4—6-6-6-6-6 [11 st]

EItOnlln. Ma sBidan Uige varsti valismaale fihele konvenentsile.
_flA2;S’D3I2T3-A2,N_;<D3l2K3E2,>V'A2;RST-I_V’E=<LISMA2LE2;_>’YH2=<E2;LE2;K’DN:VE2;>-RE2;NCI=<LE2;;>

0 2-2 —2-2 2-2 2-2—2-2 2-2-2 0-2—3-4-6 [8 st]‘Ha sflidan dige varsti valismaale fihele konverentsile.
_HAZ;S’D3I2T3A2,N0312K3E2,“<VA2;RS>TI_#<VE>“<LIS>MA2-LE2;_*<YH2>E2;LE2;A<KDN:>=<-VE2;RE2;NCILE2;_>

0 20 00 20 520-3 200 2-5-6-6-6 [11 st]
Ha sbidan fiige varsti vélismaale fihale konverentsile.
_flA2;SDSI2T3A2,N_p$l2K3E2,#(VAZ;RS>9<TI_NE>LIS=<-MA2LE2;/>*<YH2>E2;LE2;“<KDN:>VE2;—RE2;N=<CILE2;_>

o 00 gg - g 20—5-6 200 20-3-6-6 [11 5t]

Swodllh Ipokon in Finland. Jag skall resa ganska snart till en utléndsk sammankomst.
_JA2 ; SKA2; R ’ E25A2; 5A2; NSK—A2; /SN’ AZRT: IE2N_’ U2: TLEZ; NSKS’ A2; M: A2; N3—KDMST_

0 0 20 0-2 2 0 0 20 20-3
Jag skall resa ganska snart till en gglégggk 5ammankomst.
_JA2; SKAZ; R’ E2"<SA2; >EA2; NSKAZ; SN’ A2RT: I-EZNJKUZ: T>LE2; NSK=<S’ A2; M: A2; N3}--KO; MST_

0 0 22 00 2 0 —2 a 0-2-3 [8 st]
Jig skall rgsa géflggg gnggg till en utlandsk sammankomst.
_JA2; SKI-12; RE2S-A2; “<13A2; NS>KA2; #(SNAZRT: >IE2N_’ U2: TLE2; NSK=<S’ A2; M: A2; N3>-KO; MST_

0 0 0—2 12 § 0 0 20 0-2-3 [8 5t]

[5 st] .- “

GIrman. Ich werde ziemlich bald zu einer ausléndischen Versammlung abreisen.
-IJ2=<VE2RZD—E3/$CI:MLIJ2‘<PA2;L>C:UA2;13-NESR2_’A2;USS-LE2;NDISZ:E3N_FE2;R22’A2;M-LUN3/=<A2;—PR2A2;l32E3N_>

0 -2-4 00 2 0 0-3 2—3-4-4 02—3 -2—6—6 [9 st]
Ich werde ziemlich bald zu einer auslandischen Versammlung abreisen. -
-IJZV-EZRZDESICIlM-LIJZ/“(PA2;L>C:UA2;I5N-E3R2’#<A2;UES>—LE2;NDISZ:E3N_F<FE2;R22’A2;MLUN3_:A2;PR2A2;132E3N_>
0 -2-4 0-3 2 0 0-2 5-3-4—4 -20-2 —4-6-6 [11 st]

Ich werde ziemlich bald zu einer ausiéndischen Versammlung abreisen. _
-1J2=<VE2R2D-E3/CI:HLIJ2>#<PA2;L>C:UA2;IEN-E3R2_=<’A2;USSLE2;NDIS2:E3N_FE2;R22’AMLUN3_7A2;PR2A2;I32E3N_>
0 -2-4 -2-2 § 0 0-2 0-2-2-2 -20—2 -4-6—6 [11 st]

Italian. Fra poco andro ad una conferenza all’estero.
.FRAZ; P’ 02"<K02;_>A2,ND“<R02; >A2,D"<U:NA2; >K02,NFE2;R’E2,NCA2;"<A2,-L: ’E2,ST>—E2; R02;_

0 22 02 0 22 0020 2 4-2—4 [8 st]
Fra poco andrb ad una conferenza all’estero.
A<_FRA2;>=<P’02>A<K02;_>A2,ND"<RU2;>A2,DU:NA2;=’KDE,NFE2;R’E2,N>"<CA2;>__=<A2,L:>#<EZ,ST>-E2;RDE;_

2 02 02 0 00 —2-202 2 §:_2_-1 [9 st]
E55 QDCD andrb ad una conferenza all’estero.
A<_FRA2;>#<P'02K02; >=<A2,NDR02;A2,D>U:NA2;=<K02,NFE2;R’E2,N>-CA2;_?<A2,E:>“<E2,ST>-E2;R02;_

g 75 ' —2-2 -2 oo —2-2o-3 —2 2—2—4 :11 st]
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